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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper tries to discuss the mobility management when Internet technology is applied along the 
whole path from spacecraft to ultimate customers in ground. In addition to Mobile IP protocol, 
micromobility solution is introduced during cross-support. Those competing micromobility solutions 
in mobile network research area are compared to select one that is most suitable to space network 
topology characteristics and operation traditions. Other issues are also taken into account, such as 
deployment and compatibility with Mobile IP when cross-support is not provided. Simulation 
comparison for hand-off performance with and without micro-mobility solution during cross-support 
is presented to justify our proposition.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The increasing of space explorations requires space communication protocols to provide more 
capabilities, such as dynamic routing, adaptive data transformation and automatic resource allocation. 
Standardization is also need to increase cross-support between different space agencies and decrease 
development costs. Constructing an IP-based space network is an attractive solution. The IP-based 
space network should not only rely on IP for packet transferring, but also exploit IP-based protocols 
to perform network-provided functions, such as mobility management, quality of service (QoS), and 
so on. 
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Mobility management is to solve the problem of accessing to spacecraft with unique IP address. 
Reference [1] and [2] have proposed to use Mobile IP protocol [3] . 
 
Mobility management is also an important task in mobile network. To decrease the signaling cost and 
hand-off delay when mobile node (MN) moves frequently between access points, layered mobility 
management is introduced. The access network is divided into different domains. The MN’s 
movement pattern is classified into two categories: intra-domain mobility and inter-domain mobility. 
Intra-domain mobility corresponds to movement across different subnets within the same domain. 
And inter-domain mobility corresponds to movement across different domain. Macromobility 
protocols such as Mobile Ipv4[3] and Mobile Ipv6[4] is to handle inter-domain mobility. And 
numerous new micromobility protocols have been proposed to handle intra-domain mobility.  
 

HAWAII[4], Cellular IP[5], and Hierarchical Mobile IP[6] are three typical micromobility protocols. 
The different between them can be illustrated as follow:  
 
The way to transport data packet within access network HAWAII and Cellular IP adopt 
mobile-specific routing protocols within access network, while Hierarchical Mobile IP adopt 
tunneling scheme. Adopting mobile-specific routing protocols reduces the encapsulating overhead of 
IP-in-IP at the expense of requiring all routers of access network to support mobility. Adopting 
tunneling scheme enables applying micromobility protocols in IP network that dose not support 
mobility. 
 
The way to update location messages HAWAII and Hierarchical Mobile IP update MN’s location 
message through special signaling protocols. Cellular IP inspects the data packets sent by MN to 
update MN’s location. 
 
The result of route update If the access network has tree-like hierarchical topology, the update part 
of HAWAII and Cellular IP is the path between cross point of new and old route in access network 
and the new access point. The update part of Hierarchical Mobile IP is the path between gateway of 
access network and new access point. If there is a cross point of new and old route that is nearer to 
new access point than gateway, longer hand-off delay will be encountered by Hierarchical Mobile IP. 
 
 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF IP-BASED SPACENET WORK TOPOLOGY 
 
The IP-based space network is composed of space segment and ground segment. Considering current 
space mission status, the topology of space network is illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
The network control center and ground stations that has direct path to it compose an administration 
domain. Outside data packets destining to ground stations within one domain must pass through the 
control center of that domain. Network control centers and ground stations construct the access part 
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of IP-base space network. The network resource is scheduled by control center. And the network 
control center often is also the space mission control center. 
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FIGURE 1 IP-based space network topoloy 

 
The space network has follow characteristics: 
 
First, network control centers and ground stations will unlikely belong to the same local network. 
That is also true for different network control centers. That means their IP addresses have different 
network prefix. 
 
Second, even neighboring ground stations will not belong to the same local network due to the high- 
speed movement of spacecraft. The possibility that the paths from control center to different ground 
station in the same domain (for example, Pa1 and Pa2 in Figure 1) have overlaid part is very low. 
 
Third, instead of roaming, the spacecraft hands off everlastingly. 
 
The last, the ground station can only establish connect to spacecraft with the help of orbiting 
prediction. 
 
 

THE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEME FOR IP-BASED SPACE NETWORK 
 
For a spacecraft, the domain that its space mission control center belongs to is called its home 
domain. And other domains are called its foreign domain. The every hand-off of spacecraft within 
foreign domain will arouse the repeated register message transport between home domain and 
foreign domain. Since the service time of one ground station is computed in terms of minute, layered 
mobility management should be introduced. 
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It’s unpractical to require all the routers along the long path from control center to ground stations to 
support mobility. So it’s more reasonable to select Hierarchical Mobile IP than HAWII or Cellular IP 
that require all routers within access network to support mobility. As Figure 1 shows, control centers 
and the subordinate ground stations form a two-layer hierarchical topology. The route update result 
will be same for Hierarchical Mobile IP and HAWII or Cellular IP. The ground station will serve as 
spacecraft’s foreign agent (FA). And the control center will serve as home agent (HA) for its 
subordinate spacecrafts or gateway foreign agent (GFA) for spacecrafts of other domain. 
 
Since it’s unlikely that the paths from control center to different ground station in the same domain 
have overlaid part, Mobile IP is still selected when spacecraft moves within home domain. But 
Hierarchical Mobile IP will be introduces when spacecraft moves within foreign domain. The 
movement pattern of spacecraft is divided into three categories: intra-home-domain movement, 
inter-domain movement, and intra-foreign-domain movement. 
 
According to whether the spacecraft joins mobility management or not, two schemes are provided to 
realize mobility management. 
 
Spacecraft Active Scheme We suppose that the ground station can provide an omni low-bit-rate link 
for spacecraft to carry on the register progress for mobility management when necessary without 
scheduling ahead. The control center will schedule resources according to spacecraft’s request. After 
that, the directional antenna will be steered to establish physical connect with spacecraft for data 
transform. The mobility management process of this scheme is illustrated as follows: 
 
 The ground station advertises it’s touchable through omni low-bit-rate. Its own IP address (i.e., 

Local Care-Of Address, LCOA) and IP address of local domain control center (i.e., GFA Addr) 
will be included in the advertisement; 

 The spacecraft will compare its home agent address (HA Addr) with the GFA Addr found in 
advertisement to find whether it is in home domain or foreign domain. The spacecraft will also 
compare the GFA recorded from last register with the current GFA Addr to find it moves 
inter-domain or intra-foreign-domain; 

 If the spacecraft is in home domain, a registration request message in accord with reference [3] 
will be produced, and LCOA will be fill in the Care-Of Address (COA) field. When ground 
station receives this request, it will relay the request directly to control center basing on that 
COA is LCOA. Control center will update the location record according to the COA and 
determine its lifetime basing on the orbit prediction and the resource scheduling result.  

 If the spacecraft moves inter-domain, a registration request message in accord with reference [3] 
will be produced, but GFA Addr will be fill in the Care-Of Address (COA) field. When ground 
station receives this request, it will add Hierarchical Foreign Agent extension, including its own 
address, to the registration request message, and relays it to control center basing on that COA is 
GFA Addr .The control center will use the address in Hierarchical Foreign Agent extension to 
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establish a regional location record for the spacecraft. The lifetime of home registration and 
regional registration will be determined based on the orbit prediction and the resource 
scheduling result. The control center strips off Hierarchical Foreign Agent extension for 
registration request and relay it to spacecraft’s home agent. Home agent will update location 
record and lifetime accord. 

 If the spacecraft moves intra-foreign-domain, a registration request message in accord with 
reference [8] will be produced, including GFA Addr and LCOA from advertisement. Ground 
station will relay this message to control center according to its type. Control center will update 
the regional location record according to the COA and determine its lifetime basing on the orbit 
prediction and the resource scheduling result. The spacecraft’s home agent will not be involved 
in this location update. 

 
The basic process of this scheme is same as reference [7]. The only improvement is that lifetime is 
determined by orbit prediction and the resource scheduling result to avoid unnecessary 
re-registration. 
 
Spacecraft Passive Scheme We suppose that any kinds of communication between spacecraft and 
ground must be scheduled ahead. The ground station can determine weather the spacecraft has move 
in its service area by physical character, such as frequency, PN code, and so on. The ground station 
will deal with affairs of mobility management for spacecraft. The mobility management process of 
this scheme is illustrated as follows: 
 
 The resource configure delivered by control center to ground station will include the spacecraft’s 

home address and home agent address in addition to physical signal parameter such as frequency, 
power. 

 After the spacecraft’s physical signal is detected, the ground station will determine how to 
produce registration request message for spacecraft according to weather the spacecraft’s home 
address is same as the ground station’s control center’s address (GFA Addr). 

 If the spacecraft’s home address is same as the ground station’s control center’s address, the 
spacecraft move intra-home-domain. The ground station produce registration message as 
described in reference [3], fill its own address in COA field, 

 If the spacecraft’s home address is different from the ground station’s control center’s address, 
the spacecraft move inter-domain or intra-foreign-domain. The ground station produce 
registration message as described in reference [3], fill GFA Addr in COA field, add Hierarchical 
Foreign Agent extension, including its own address, to the registration request message, and 
relays it to control center. Control center will determine the movement pattern based on weather 
there is location record within lifetime for that spacecraft. If such location record doesn’t exit, 
it’s an inter-domain movement. Regional record will be established according to address in 
Hierarchical Foreign Agent extension. The control center will strip off Hierarchical Foreign 
Agent extension and relay it to home agent. And home agent will update location record and 
lifetime accord. If such location record exits, it’s an intra-foreign movement. Regional record 
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will be updated according to address in Hierarchical Foreign Agent extension. Home agent will 
not be involved. 

 
Spacecraft passive scheme inherits the protocol formats and process of reference [3] and [8]. But the 
movement pattern is determined by control center and ground station without spacecraft. 
 
These two schemes apply to different space operation situations. Space active scheme is suitable for 
space operation situations that spacecraft initiates communication according its own demand. 
Genuine access on demand will be achieved in this situation and it may be realized in future space 
mission. Space active scheme is suitable for current space operation situations, where the 
communication demand of spacecraft is predicted by ground and access is scheduled ahead. But in 
point view of mobility management, the two schemes are similar. 
 
To reduce data loss sent to spacecraft, cash mechanism is provided in these two schemes. When 
movement pattern is intra-foreign-domain mobility, packets sent to spacecraft will be cashed in GFA 
control center after it receives registration request. Cashed packet will be delivered according to 
location record after registration has completed successfully. 
 
 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS AND SIMULATION 
 
In order to evaluate the performance of hand off, hand off delay, hand off packet loss and hand off 
signaling cost will generally be studied. For IP-base space network, the number of spacecraft will not 
be very numerous. So signaling cost will unlikely add huge traffic load on ground network. Instead, 
we will primarily study hand off delay and packet loss. 
 
Hand off delay is the time elapsed form the moment that the hand off event begins to the moment 
that the first packet is received from the new link. It is composed of two terms: hand off discovery 
time and hand off completion time which is the time between the moment of beginning registration 
register and the moment of completing register update successfully. 
 
Hand off packet loss results from uncorrectly routing of packets sent to spacecraft during hand off. 
 
Parameters: 

dT      hand off discovery time 

cT      hand off completion time 

sS      signaling message size for registration update 

mN      numbers of total hand off during specific 
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rN       numbers of intra-foreign-domain during specific period 

yxd −     numbers of hops between node x and node y 

),( yxdSt −  the delay to transport a message of size S from node x to node y 

dλ        packet transmission rate to spacecraft 

MN     spacecraft 
HA      control center serving as home agent 
GFA      control center serving as foreign agent 
 
Hand off Delay   
For Mobile IP, hand off delay is: 

),(2),()(_ HAMNsFAMNsd dStdStTMIPdelayho −− ++=  

For Hierarchical Mobile IP, hand off completion time for intra-foreign-domain mobility is: 

),(2),(2)(int GFAFAsFAMNsc dStdStraT −− +=  

Hand off completion time for other kinds mobility is: 

),(2),(2)(int HAFAsFAMNsc dStdSterT −− +=  

The mean hand off delay during specific period is: 
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Packet Loss 
For Mobile IP, hand off packet loss is: 

dMIPdelayhoMIPlosspkho λ×= )(_)(__  

For Hierarchical Mobile IP, because of cash mechanism, hand off packet loss is: 

dGFAMNsd dStTHMIPlosspkho λ×+= − )),(()(__  

 
SIMULATION 
 
As showed in Figure 1, we suppose Cb is the mission control center of spacecraft MN, which serves 
as HA for MN and is also the source of data up-linked to MN. Now two ground stations of domain 
C1 support MN. When Mobile IP is applied, Ca is only a routing node on the path from Cb to ground 
stations. Ca serves as GFA when Hierarchical Mobile IP is introduced. We simulated a 400-km 
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–circular-orbit spacecraft’s hand off performance during 24 hours. The main simulation parameters 
are showed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1  MAIN SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
sS ：Complying with reference [3] and [7] 

Advertisement interval of FA ：1s 

GFAFAd −1
：10 

GFAFAd −2
：15 

GFAHAd −
：20 dλ ： 2000bps 

The Processing delay of FA,GFA,MN：0.1s 

The sum of processing delay ,transmission delay, and queue delay：0.1s 

The BER of wireless link：10－6

 
The distributing of hand off delay and hand off packet loss is showed respectively in Figure 2 and 
Figure 3. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2 Hand off delay distributing during 24 hours 
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FIGURE 3 Hand off packet loss distributing during 24 hours 
 
The mean performance from multiple simulations is showed in Table 2. 
 

TABLE 2 MEAN HAND OFF PERFORMANCE 
Mobility management Scheme Mean Hand Off Delay (sec) Mean Hand Off Packet Loss (byte) 

Mobile IP 15.4 3731 
Hierarchical Mobile IP, 7.6 755 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, a kind of mobility management scheme for IP-based space network is proposed 
considering the character of space mission. From simulation result we can derive that the mean hand 
off delay and mean hand off packet loss per hand off has been improved considerable in 
cross-support situation. Since the lifetime of spacecraft is computed in terms of year, and it hands off 
everlastingly, the accumulative improvement would be rather attractive. 
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